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Abstract
We describe some of the properties of the pure braid groups of surfaces di3erent from S2 and
RP2. In the case of compact, connected, orientable surfaces without boundary and of genus at
least two, we give a necessary and su5cient condition for the splitting of the pure braid group
exact sequence of Fadell and Neuwirth, thus answering completely a question of Birman.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Braid groups of the plane E2 were de>ned by Artin in 1925 [1], and further studied
in [2,3]. They were later generalised using a de>nition due to Fox (via the notion of
con>guration space) to arbitrary topological spaces [8]. In that paper, Fox and Neuwirth
proved some standard results about the braid groups of arbitrary manifolds. In partic-
ular, if Mr is a connected manifold of dimension r¿ 3 then there is no braid theory.
Since then, the braid groups of compact, connected surfaces without boundary have
been much studied; presentations (they are >nitely presented) were >rst obtained in
[4,19]. Fadell and Neuwirth proved that if M is the plane or a compact surface di3er-
ent from the 2-sphere S2 and the real projective plane RP2 then the braid groups of
M have no non-trivial elements of >nite order [6]. Later, it was shown that the braid
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groups of S2 and RP2 possess torsion elements [7,20], the possible orders of which
were characterised in the case of S2 [9]. More recently, Murasugi classi>ed completely
these torsion elements [17]. In forthcoming papers, we study further the braid groups
of S2 and RP2 [10,11]. For this reason, in this paper, our results will mainly concern
orientable surfaces of genus at least one and non-orientable surfaces of genus at least two.
So let M be a connected manifold of dimension 2, which we call a surface, perhaps
with boundary, and not necessarily compact. For n∈N, let Fn(M) denote the nth
con>guration space of M , namely the set of all ordered n-tuples of distinct points of M :
Fn(M) = {(p1; : : : ; pn) |pi ∈M and pi = pj if i = j}:
Since Fn(M) is a subspace of the n-fold cartesian product of M with itself, the topology
on M induces a topology on Fn(M). Then we de>ne the n-string pure (or unpermuted)
braid group Pn(M) of M to be:
Pn(M) = 1(Fn(M); (x1; : : : ; xn)):
The reader may consult [6,15] for more details of this approach to braid groups.
In Theorem 1 and Corollary 2.2 of Fadell and Neuwirth [6], it was shown that if
M is compact, without boundary, and di3erent from S2 and RP2 then its pure braid
groups are related by the pure braid group short exact sequence:
1→ 1(M \ {x1; : : : ; xn−1}; xn) i∗→Pn(M) ∗→Pn−1(M)→ 1; (PBS)
where i∗ and ∗ are the homomorphisms induced by the maps:
i: M \ {x1; : : : ; xn−1} → Fn(M); i(pn) = (x1; : : : ; xn−1; pn) and
: Fn(M)→ Fn−1(M); (p1; : : : ; pn) = (p1; : : : ; pn−1):
The map  is a locally trivial >bration, the >bre over (p1; : : : ; pn−1) being M \
{p1; : : : ; pn−1}. The short exact sequence (PBS) arises from the long homotopy exact
sequence associated with this >bration, together with the fact that the con>guration
spaces of M are Eilenberg–MacLane spaces. Representing Pn(M) geometrically as a
collection of n strings, ∗ corresponds to forgetting the nth string. More generally, if
n¿m are positive integers, then we may de>ne a homomorphism p : Pn(M)→ Pn(M)
induced by the projection Fn(M)→ Fm(M) de>ned by (x1; : : : ; xn) → (x1; : : : ; xm). We
adopt the convention, that unless explicitly stated, all homomorphisms Pn(M) →
Pm(M) in the text will be this one.
Surface braid groups, and in particular the short exact sequence (PBS), have recently
been used by Paris and Rolfsen [18] in relation to their work on mapping class groups,
and in the work of GonzKalez-Meneses and Paris [13] on Vassiliev invariants for braid
groups. An interesting question is that of whether the short exact sequence (PBS)
splits. If M is a K(; 1) then the existence of a section for ∗ is equivalent to that
of a geometric section. In [2], Artin showed that if M = R2 then (PBS) splits for all
n∈N. He used this result to solve the word problem in the (permuted and unpermuted)
braid groups of R2 by showing that Pn(R2) may expressed as a repeated semi-direct
product of free groups (see also [5], Chapter 10). Since then, the splitting problem has
been studied for other surfaces besides the plane. In the case M = S2, it was known
that there exists a section on the geometric level [7]. For M = RP2, the situation is
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more complicated: namely, for n = 2 the homomorphism ∗ : P2(RP2) → P1(RP2)
does not admit a section because by Van Buskirk [20], the projection  gives rise to
a homomorphism of the quaternion group into a cyclic group of order two, and it is
known that this homomorphism does not admit a section. If n = 3 then Van Buskirk
observed that there is a section on the geometric level, and so on the algebraic level
[20]; while if n¿ 4, nothing seems to be known. As we already indicated, the case
M=RP2 will be treated separately in [11]. If M is the 2-torus then for all n¿ 2, Birman
exhibits an explicit algebraic section for (PBS) [4]. However, for compact orientable
surfaces without boundary of genus g¿ 2, she poses the question of whether the short
exact sequence (PBS) splits. This problem is the subject of this paper.
Our main results are as follows:
Theorem 1. Let M be a compact, connected surface without boundary, and di@erent
from S2 and RP2. Then for all n∈N, the following short exact sequence splits:
1→ 1(Fn−1(M \ {xn}); (x1; : : : ; xn−1))→ Pn(M)→ P1(M)→ 1:
This theorem will be proved in Section 2. The following result answers completely the
above question of Birman [4]. We will treat the non-orientable case in a forthcoming
paper [12].
Theorem 2. Let M be a compact, connected, orientable surface without boundary,
and of genus g¿ 2. Then the short exact sequence (PBS) splits if and only if n=2.
In particular, the fact that the short exact sequence (PBS) splits depends uniquely
on the number of strings. Notice that the ‘if’ part of this theorem follows directly
from Theorem 1. The ‘only if’ part will be proved in Section 4 by supposing that the
sequence splits for some n¿ 3, and arguing for a contradiction. The proof is comprised
of two cases: the easier is the general case, n¿ 4, which will be treated in Section 4.2,
whilst the special case, n= 3, will be treated in Section 4.3.
In Section 2, we prove the following result:
Proposition 3. Let M be a connected surface, and let n¿m be positive integers.
(a) If Pn(M) → Pm(M) does not admit a section then for all r¿ 0, neither does
Pn+r(M)→ Pm(M).
(b) If Pn(M) → Pm(M) admits a section then for all 06 i6 n − m, so does
Pm+i(M)→ Pm(M).
Notice that the two parts of this proposition are formally equivalent. We deduce that
if Pn(M)→ Pm(M) admits a section then so does Pm+1(M)→ Pm(M). It follows from
Theorems 1 and 2 that:
Corollary 4. With the hypotheses of Theorem 2, let n¿m be positive integers. Then
the short exact sequence:
1→ 1(Fn−m(M \ {x1; : : : ; xm}); (xm+1; : : : ; xn))→ Pn(M)→ Pm(M)→ 1
splits if and only if m= 1.
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The proof of the following result may be found in Section 2.
Theorem 5. Let M be a compact, connected surface without boundary, and di@erent
from S2 and RP2. Then:
Pn(M)∼= (· · · ((1(M\{x1; : : : ; xn−1}; xn)o 1(M\{x1; : : : ; xn−2}; xn−1))
o 1(M\{x1; : : : ; xn−3}; xn−2))o · · ·o 1(M\{x1}; x2))o 1(M; x1):
In other words, Pn(M) is isomorphic to a repeated semi-direct product of free groups
and a single one-relator group. This may be compared with the corresponding result
of Artin for the disc (see Proposition 10.11 of Burde and Zieschang [5] for example).
The pure braid group short exact sequence may also be obtained for non-compact
surfaces. In Section 5, we consider the splitting problem in this case. In particular, we
prove the following theorem:
Theorem 6. Let M be a compact, connected surface without boundary di@erent from
S2 and RP2, but with a Anite, non-zero number of points deleted. Then for all n¿ 2,
the pure braid group short exact sequence (PBS) splits.
We give both a geometric and an algebraic proof of Theorem 6. In the geometric
proof, the idea is to show that given any n−1 distinct points x1; : : : ; xn−1 ∈M , we can
produce (in a continuous manner) an element xn ∈ {x1; : : : ; xn−1}.
2. General results for surface braid groups
In this section, we >rst prove Theorem 1, then we go on to prove Theorem 5 and
Proposition 3. For convenience, we recall the statement of Theorem 1:
Theorem 1. Let M be a compact, connected surface without boundary, and di@erent
from S2 and RP2. Then for all n∈N, the following short exact sequence splits:
1→ 1(Fn−1(M \ {xn}); (x1; : : : ; xn−1))→ Pn(M)→ P1(M)→ 1:
Proof. We claim that for each n¿ 2, there exists a geometric section. From this, we
will deduce an algebraic section for Pn(M)→ P1(M). To prove the claim, we exhibit
maps M →Fn(M) →M satisfying  ◦  = IdM . The map  is just the projection onto
M of the >rst factor.
The map  is constructed as follows. First, notice that there exists an embedded curve
0 : S1 → M such that 0(S1) is a retract of M . Such a curve may be constructed in
the following way. If M is orientable then take 0 to be any (orientable) longitude of
one of the handles of M . If M is non-orientable and di3erent from the Klein bottle
then it may written as the connected sum of an orientable surface of genus at least
one and a projective plane or a Klein bottle, and we then proceed as in the orientable
case. Finally, if M is the Klein bottle then its fundamental group has generators a; b
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and a single relation abab−1, and we take 0(S1) to be a non-orientable curve which
represents the generator b.
It thus follows that there exists a retraction of M onto the topological circle 0(S1).
For i = 1; : : : ; n− 1, de>ne fi : M → M to be the composition of this retraction with
the rotation of 0(S1) of angle 2i=n (to remove any >xed points). Then IdM ; f1; : : : ;
fn−1 are pairwise coincidence-free continuous self-maps of M . The claim is proved
by setting = IdM ×f1× · · · ×fn−1. Since  ◦ = IdM , F1(M)=M , 1(M)=P1(M),
and 1(Fn(M))=Pn(M), the existence of an algebraic section for Pn(M)→P1(M)
follows.
It is also possible to give an explicit algebraic section. We do this in the orientable
case for n= 2. Let M be an orientable, compact, connected surface without boundary,
and of genus g¿ 2. As we shall see in Section 3, P1(M) ∼= 1(M) is generated by
elements 1; j ; 1; j, for 16 j6 g, with a single relation given by Eq. (1) with i = 1.
De>ne the map s : P1(M) → P2(M) on these generators as follows: s is the identity
on 1; j, 16 j6 g, and on 1; k , 16 k6 g − 1, and s(1; g) = 1; gC1;22; g. One may
check easily that this extends to a homomorphism and is a section for ∗ : P2(M) →
P1(M). It was constructed using the geometric section given in the proof of Theorem 1.
In a similar way, for each n¿ 3, one may write down a section for the projection
Pn(M)→ P1(M).
Let us now prove Theorem 5, of which the statement is:
Theorem 5. Let M be a compact, connected surface without boundary, and di@erent
from S2 and RP2. Then:
Pn(M)∼= (· · · ((1(M \ {x1; : : : ; xn−1}; xn)o 1(M \ {x1; : : : ; xn−2}; xn−1))
o 1(M \ {x1; : : : ; xn−3}; xn−2))o · · ·o 1(M \ {x1}; x2))o 1(M; x1):
Proof. We prove the result not only for M , but also for the surface obtained from M
by deleting i points, where i¿ 0. Observe that such a surface is a K(; 1).
Since P1(M \ {x1; : : : ; xi}) ∼= 1(M \ {x1; : : : ; xi}; xi+1), the result is clear for n = 1
and arbitrary i. Suppose then that the result is true for n and arbitrary i. We consider
the following topological space:
Wn+1 = {(y1; : : : ; yn+1) |yi = yj if i = j and yi ∈ {x1; : : : ; xi}}
= Fn+1(M \ {x1; : : : ; xi}):
Then there is a >bration h :Wn+1 → M \{x1; : : : ; xi} which sends (y1; : : : ; yn+1) to yn+1.
A point xi+1 ∈M \ {x1; : : : ; xi} has >bre:
Wn = {(y1; : : : ; yn) |yi = yj if i = j and yi ∈ {x1; : : : ; xi; xi+1}}
= Fn(M \ {x1; : : : ; xi; xi+1}):
This gives rise to a short exact sequence:
1→ Pn(M \ {x1; : : : ; xi; xi+1})→ Pn+1(M \ {x1; : : : ; xi})
h∗→ 1(M \ {x1; : : : ; xi}; xi+1)→ 1:
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As a result of Theorem 1 in the case i=0, and because 1(M \{x1; : : : ; xi}; xi+1) is free
for i¿ 0, the homomorphism h∗ induced by h admits a section. The result follows by
using the induction hypothesis for Pn(M \ {x1; : : : ; xi; xi+1}) and by taking i = 0.
As we shall see in Section 4, to prove that the pure braid group short exact sequence
(PBS) splits when M is a compact surface seems to be much more di5cult. Let us
remark that this problem may be formulated in di3erent ways:
(1) As an example, take the case n=3. Geometrically, for each x∈M , we may try
to construct a map:
 x: F1(M) =M \ {x} → F2(M \ {x})
y → (y; fx(y));
with fx a >xed-point free map varying continuously with x.
(2) Given two maps f; g : X → Y of two spaces X; Y , let coin(f; g)={x∈X |f(x)=
g(x)} be the set of coincidences of f and g. Again taking the case n=3 as an example,
we require a map:
’ :M ×M → M
(x; y) → ’(x; y);
with coin(’;pi) ⊆ #, where for i=1; 2, pi : M ×M → M denotes projection onto the
ith factor.
We now prove Proposition 3:
Proof of Proposition 3. Notice >rst that the two parts of the statement of the proposi-
tion are formally equivalent. So we just prove part (b). Let n¿m. For 06 i6 n−m,
we have the commutative diagram:
Pn(M)
p1−−−−−→Pm(M)
∥∥∥∥∥
Pm+i(M)
p2−−−→ Pm(M):
Clearly, if p1 admits a section then so does p2. This proves the proposition.
3. A presentation of Pn(M )
In this section, M will be a compact, connected, orientable surface without boundary
of genus g¿ 1. The >rst presentations for surface braid groups were given by Birman
[4] and Scott [19]. We remark that the relations for Pn(M) in the case g=2 given on
p. 61 of [4] do not seem to be complete, it being necessary to add n−1 surface relations
of the form (14) of that paper. In this section we derive an alternative presentation
of Pn(M). Although our presentation is complete, we remark that we will not use this
fact in what follows.
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τi, 1
x1 xi
x
n
τi, j
ρi,1 ρi, j
1 j g
Fig. 1. Generators of Pn(M).
xi
xj
xk xl
Ck, l
Ai, j
Fig. 2. The elements Ai;j and Ck;l of Pn(M).
Consider the elements {i; j; i; j | 16 i6 n; 16 j6 g} of Pn(M) represented by the
geometric braids shown in Fig. 1. Notice that for each k = i, the path corresponding
to i; j and i; j based at xk is the constant path. For 16 i¡ j6 n, let Ai;j and Ci;j be
as shown in Fig. 2.
Theorem 7. The following constitutes a presentation of Pn(M):
Generators: i; l; i; l, where 16 i6 n and 16 l6 g.
Relations:
C−1i; i+1 · · ·C−1i; n =
g∏
l=1
(−1i; g+1−l
−1
i; g+1−li;g+1−l)Ci−1; i · · ·C1; i
g∏
l=1
i; l; (1)
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Ci;j = i; lj; l−1i; l 
−1
j; l ; (2)
Ci;j = −1i; l j; li; l
−1
j; l ; (3)
[i; l; j; l] = 1; (4)
[i; l; Cj;k ] = 1; (5)
[i; l; Cj;k ] = 1; (6)
[i; r ; j; s] = 1; (7)
[i; r ; j; s] = 1; (8)
[i;r ; j; s] = 1; (9)
[i;r ; j; s] = 1; (10)
Ci;j = Aj−1; j · · ·Ai+1; jA−1i; j A−1i+1; j · · ·A−1j−1; j ; (11)
Ai;j = Cj−1; j · · ·Ci+1; jC−1i; j C−1i+1; j · · ·C−1j−1; j ; (12)
i; lCi; j−1i; l = 
−1
j; l Ci; jj; l; (13)
[i; l; j; l] = [−1j; l ; C
−1
i; j ]; (14)
−1i; l Ci; ji; l = Ci;jj; lCi; j
−1
j; l C
−1
i; j ; (15)
[−1i; l ; j; l] = [Ci;j; j; l]; (16)
i; lCi; j−1i; l = C
−1
i; j · · ·C−1j−1; j−1j; l Ci; jj; lCj−1; j · · ·Ci;j; (17)
−1i; l Ci; ji; l = j;lA
−1
i; j 
−1
j; l ; (18)
i;sj; r−1i; s = Ci;jj; r
−1
j; s Ci; jj; s; (19)
−1i; s j; ri; s = j;sAi; j
−1
j; s j; rA
−1
i; j ; (20)
i; sj; r−1i; s = 
−1
j; s C
−1
i; j j; sCi; jj; rC
−1
i; j 
−1
j; s Ci; jj; s; (21)
−1i; s j; ri; s = Ci;jj; sC
−1
i; j 
−1
j; s j; rj; sCi; j
−1
j; s C
−1
i; j ; (22)
i; sj; r−1i; s = 
−1
j; s C
−1
i; j j; sCi; jj; r ; (23)
−1i; s j; ri; s = Ci;jj; sC
−1
i; j 
−1
j; s j; r ; (24)
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i;sj; r−1i; s = Ci;jj; rC
−1
i; j ; (25)
−1i; s j; ri; s = j;sAi; j
−1
j; s j; rj; sA
−1
i; j 
−1
j; s ; (26)
j; rCi;k−1j; r = 
−1
k; r C
−1
j; k k; rCj;kCi;kC
−1
j; k 
−1
k; r Cj;kk; l; (27)
−1j; r Ci;kj; r = Cj;kk; rC
−1
j; k 
−1
k; r Ci;kk; rCj;k
−1
k; r C
−1
j; k ; (28)
j;rCi;k−1j; r = Cj;kCi;kC
−1
j; k ; (29)
−1j; r Ci;kj; r = k;rAj;k
−1
k; r Ci;kk; rA
−1
j; k 
−1
k; r ; (30)
where 16 r ¡ s6 g but r6 g if s is absent, and 16 i¡ j¡k6 n but j6 n if k is
absent and i6 n if j and k are absent.
We call relations of form (1) surface relations.
Proof. We use induction on n and general results concerning presentations of a group
extension [16]. One can check geometrically that the above relations are correct for
Pn(M); so we just have to see that the given elements generate Pn(M) and that the
relations are complete. First, we observe that P1(M) ∼= 1(M), and the only non-trivial
relation is (1) for i=n=1, which is correct. Now by induction, suppose that for n−1
the above system (1)–(30) of relations is a presentation for Pn−1(M). Let K denote the
subgroup of Pn(M) generated by the elements C2; n; : : : ; Cn−1; n; n; j, n;j for 16 j6 g.
It is isomorphic to the free group 1(M \ {x1; : : : ; xn−1}; xn), and the given generators
are free. Taking i = n in relation (1), one also sees that C1; n ∈K . From (PBS), we
have the following short exact sequence:
1→ K ,→ Pn(M) p→Pn−1(M)→ 1:
If i; j (respectively, i; j), 16 i6 n − 1, is a generator of Pn−1(M) then i; j (re-
spectively, i; j), considered as an element of Pn(M), is a coset representative. It fol-
lows from [16] that the union of the elements C2; n; : : : ; Cn−1; n; n; j; n; j, 16 j6 g and
{i; j; i; j | 16 i6 n − 1; 16 j6 g} generates Pn(M). But by Eqs. (2) and (3), the
elements C2; n; : : : ; Cn−1; n may be written in terms of {i; j; i; j | 16 i6 n; 16 j6 g},
so this latter set generates Pn(M) too.
Hence we just need to check that the given list of relations is complete. Since
K is a free group, it follows from [16] that the relations may be obtained as the
union of two sets. The >rst corresponds to writing each relation in Pn−1(M) in terms
of the corresponding coset representatives, thus giving a word in the kernel of the
homomorphism Pn(M)→ Pn−1(M) and thus in the image of the inclusion K ,→ Pn(M).
Relations (2)–(30) in Pn−1(M) lift directly to relations in Pn(M). So consider relation
(1) (considered as a relation in Pn−1(M), so 16 i6 n− 1). This lifts to:
Ci;n−1 · · ·Ci; i+1
g∏
j=1
(−1i; g+1−j
−1
i; g+1−ji;g+1−j)Ci−1; i · · ·C1; i
g∏
j=1
i; j
in Pn(M). But by relation (1) in Pn(M), this is equal to C−1i; n which is an element of K .
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Table 1
Action of the coset representatives on the generators of K
Action of
i; j −1i; j i; j 
−1
i; j
On n;k j¿k (10) (10) (7) (7)
j = k (4) (4) (3) and (13) (3)
j¿k (19) (20) (23) (24)
n;k j¿k (9) (9) (8) (8)
j = k (2) (2), (18) and (11) (14) (16)
j¿k (25) (26) (21) (22)
Ck;n i¿ k (5) (5) (6) (6)
i = k (17) (18) and (11) (13) (15)
i¿ k (29) (30) (27) (28)
The second set of relations is used to show that the action under conjugation of
each coset representative (and its inverse) i; j; i; j, 16 i6 n − 1, in Pn(M) on each
generator of K is also an element of K (in other words, K is indeed normal in Pn(M)).
Table 1 summarises the proof of this. The numbers in the table correspond to the
numbered equations. Notice that we may obtain the action of ±1i; j and 
±1
i; j on the Ak;n
via their action on the Ck;n and Eq. (11).
Finally, in order to obtain the two sets of relations, one needs all of the relations
(1)–(30). This completes the proof of the theorem.
One may deduce the action of −1i; j and 
−1
i; j from that of i; j and i; j. Hence:
Corollary 8. The following constitutes a presentation of Pn(M):
Generators: i; j; i; j, where 16 i6 n and 16 j6 g.
Relations:
C−1i; i+1 · · ·C−1i; n =
g∏
l=1
(−1i; g+1−l
−1
i; g+1−li;g+1−l)Ci−1; i · · ·C1; i
g∏
l=1
i; l; (In)
Ci;j = i;rj; r−1i; r 
−1
j; r ; (IIn)
Ci;j = −1i; r j; ri; r
−1
j; r ; (IIIn)
[i;r ; j; r] = 1; (IVn)
[i; r ; j; s] = 1; (Vn)
[i; r ; j; s] = 1; (VIn)
[i;r ; j; s] = 1; (VIIn)
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[i;r ; j; s] = 1; (VIIIn)
[i; r ; j; r] = [−1j; r ; C
−1
i; j ]; (IXn)
[i;r ; Cj;k ] = 1; (Xn)
[i; r ; Cj;k ] = 1; (XIn)
i;sj; r−1i; s = Ci;jj; r
−1
j; s C
−1
i; j j; s; (XIIn)
i; sj; r−1i; s = 
−1
j; s C
−1
i; j j; sCi; jj; rC
−1
i; j 
−1
j; s Ci; jj; s; (XIIIn)
i; sj; r−1i; s = 
−1
j; s C
−1
i; j j; sCi; jj; r ; (XIVn)
i;sj; r−1i; s = Ci;jj; rC
−1
i; j ; (XVn)
i; rCi; j−1i; r = 
−1
j; r Ci; jj; r ; (XVIn)
i;rCi; j−1i; r = C
−1
i; j · · ·C−1j−1; j−1j; r Ci; jj; rCj−1; j · · ·Ci;j; (XVIIn)
j; rCi;k−1j; r = 
−1
k; r C
−1
j; k k; rCj;kCi;kC
−1
j; k 
−1
k; r Cj;kk; r ; (XVIIIn)
j;rCi;k−1j; r = Cj;kCi;kC
−1
j; k ; (XIXn)
where 16 r ¡ s6 g but r6 g if s is absent, and 16 i¡ j¡k6 n but j6 n if k is
absent and i6 n if j and k are absent.
4. Proof of the ‘only if’ part of Theorem 2
In this section, we will prove the following result, which is the ‘only if’ part of
Theorem 2.
Theorem 9. Let M be a compact, connected, orientable surface without boundary,
and of genus g¿ 2. Then for all n¿ 3, the following short exact sequence does not
split:
1→ 1(M \ {x1; : : : ; xn−1}; xn)→ Pn(M) p→Pn−1(M)→ 1:
We argue by contradiction. Suppose then that there exists n¿ 3 such that the above
short exact sequence splits. The proof separates into two distinct cases. The case n=
3 will be proved in Section 4.3. The case n¿ 4 will be proved in Section 4.2 by
projecting into the quotient Pn(M)=[Ker (p);Ker (p)] which we will study in Section
4.1. In what follows, the symbol  will be used to mean ‘commutes with’.
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4.1. Properties of the quotient Pn(M)=[Ker (p);Ker (p)]
In this section, we establish some properties of the quotient group Pn(M)=[Ker (p);
Ker (p)] that will be used in the proof of Theorem 9. As in the proof of Theorem 7, let
K denote the kernel of the homomorphism p :Pn(M)→ Pn−1(M). Let {(l(K)}l∈N de-
note the lower central series of K , i.e. (1(K)=K , and for l¿ 2, (l(K)=[(l−1(K); K].
Since K is normal in Pn(M) then so are all the (l(K).
Let ) :Pn(M) → Pn(M)=(2(K) denote the canonical projection. We will denote the
image of an element or subset of Pn(M) by ) by adding the symbol ̂. In partic-
ular, given a relation R in Pn(M), let R̂ denote the relation )(R) in Pn(M)=(2(K).
Recall that K is a free group of rank 2g + n − 2 freely generated by the elements
C2; n; : : : ; Cn−1; n; n; j; n; j for 16 j6 g, so K=(2(K) is a free abelian group of the
same rank freely generated by the elements Ĉ2; n; : : : ; Ĉn−1; n, ̂n; j, ̂n; j for 16 j6 g.
Proposition 10. For all 16 k6 n− 1, Ĉk;n ∈Z(Pn(M)=(2(K)).
Proof. It follows from the presentation of Pn(M) that Pn(M)=(2(K) is generated by
the ̂i; j ; ̂i; j for 16 i6 n, and 16 j6 g. Let us start by showing that Ĉn−1; n com-
mutes with each of these generators. First, for all 16 j6 g, Ĉn−1; n  ̂n; j ; ̂n; j, as
they are all elements of K=(2(K). Further, from relations (̂Xn) and [(XIn), we have
that for all 16 i6 n − 2 and for all 16 j6 g, ̂i; j ; ̂i; j  Ĉn−1; n. Finally, from re-
lation (̂XVIn), we have that ̂n−1; jĈn−1; n ̂n−1; j−1 = ̂n; j
−1Ĉn−1; n̂n; j
−1 = Ĉn−1; n, so
̂n−1; j  Ĉn−1; n, and from relation (̂XVIIn), we have that ̂n−1; jĈn−1; n ̂n−1; j−1 =
Ĉn−1; n−1̂n; j
−1Ĉn−1; n̂n; jĈn−1; n−1 =Ĉn−1; n, so ̂n−1; j  Ĉn−1; n.
To complete the proof, let us suppose that 16 k6 n− 2. Again, we show that Ĉk;n
commutes with each of the generators ̂j; l; ̂j; l, 16 j6 n, 16 l6 g, of Pn(M)=(2(K).
First, if j= n then Ĉk;n  ̂n; l; ̂n; l as they are all elements of K=(2(K). Secondly, for
all 16 j¡k, Ĉk;n  ̂j; l; ̂j; l by relations (̂Xn) and [(XIn). Thirdly, if j = k then by
(̂XVIn), ̂k; lĈk;n̂k; l
−1 = ̂n; l
−1Ĉk;n̂n; l = Ĉk;n, and by (̂XVIIn),
̂k; lĈk;n̂k; l
−1 = Ĉk;n
−1 · · · Ĉn−1; n−1̂n; l−1Ĉk;n̂n; lĈn−1; n · · · Ĉk;n = Ĉk;n:
Finally, if k ¡ j6 n− 1 then ̂j; lĈk;n̂j; l−1 = Ĉj;nĈk;nĈj;n
−1
= Ĉk;n by relation (̂XIXn),
so ̂j; l  Ĉk;n. Bŷ(XVIIIn),
̂j; lĈk;n̂j; l
−1 = ̂n; l
−1Ĉj;n
−1
̂n; lĈj;nĈk;nĈj;n
−1
̂n; l
−1Ĉj;n̂n; l = Ĉk;n;
so ̂j; l  Ĉk;n. This completes the proof of the proposition.
It follows from Proposition 10 that some of the projected relations may be simpli-
>ed. For convenience, we summarise some of these relations in the following
proposition.
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Proposition 11. The following relations hold in Pn(M)=(2(K):
̂n; r ; ̂n; r and Ĉi;n commute pairwise:
Ĉi; i+1−1 · · · Ĉi;n
−1
=
g∏
l=1
(̂i;g+1−l−1̂i; g+1−l−1̂i;g+1−l)Ĉi−1; i · · · Ĉ1; i
g∏
l=1
̂i; l: (31)
In particular,
Ĉn−1; n · · · Ĉ1; n = 1: (32)
Further,
̂i; r  ̂n; r ; ̂n; s; ̂n; s; Ĉi;n; Ĉj;n; (33)
̂i; r  ̂n; r ; ̂n; s; ̂n; s; Ĉi;n; Ĉj;n; (34)
̂i; s  ̂n; r ; ̂n; r ; (35)
̂i; s  ̂n; r ; ̂n; r ; (36)
̂j; r ; ̂j; r  Ĉi;n; (37)
where 16 r ¡ s6 g but r6 g if s is absent, and 16 i¡ j6 n− 1 but i6 n− 1 if
j is absent.
The following relations also hold for the corresponding elements of Pn(M), but it
does not seem to be an easy task to obtain them directly from the presentation given
in Section 3.
Lemma 12. Let 16 i¡ j6 n− 1 and 16 r6 g. Then ̂n; r ; ̂n; r  Ĉi; j.
Proof. Using the de>nition of Ĉi; j and Eqs. (33) and (37), we have that
̂n; rĈi; j ̂n; r
−1 = ̂n; r ̂i; r ̂j; r ̂i; r
−1̂j; r
−1̂n; r
−1
= ̂n; r ̂i; r ̂n; r
−1 · ̂j; r · ̂n; r ̂i; r−1̂n; r−1 · ̂j; r−1
= Ĉi;n
−1
̂i; r ̂j; r ̂i; r
−1Ĉi;n̂j; r
−1 = [̂i; r ; ̂j; r] = Ĉi; j :
So ̂n; r  Ĉi; j. In a similar way, one may check that ̂n; r  Ĉi; j.
From Proposition 11, we see that the generators of Pn(M)=(2(K) based at the point
n commute with almost all of the generators of Pn(M)=(2(K). Indeed the only such
pairs of generators which do not commute are ̂n; l and ̂j; l, and ̂n; l and ̂j; l, for
16 j6 n− 1. But as the following lemma shows, the commutators of these pairs of
elements are themselves central.
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Lemma 13. Let m∈Z and 16 j6 n − 1. Then the following relations hold in
Pn(M)=(2(K):
[̂n; l
m; ̂j; l] = [̂n; l
m; ̂j; l
−1] = Ĉj;n
m
;
[̂n; l
m; ̂j; l
−1] = [̂n; l
m; ̂j; l] = Ĉj;n
−m
:
Proof. Clearly the given relations hold if m=0. So >rst consider [̂n; l
m; ̂j; l] for m¿ 0:
[̂n; l
m; ̂j; l] = ̂n; l
m−1̂j; l[̂j; l
−1; ̂n; l]̂j; l
−1̂n; l
1−m[̂n; l
m−1; ̂j; l]
= ̂n; l
m−1̂j; lĈj;n̂j; l
−1̂n; l
1−m[̂n; l
m−1; ̂j; l]
= Ĉj;n[̂n; l
m−1; ̂j; l] = Ĉj;n
m
;
by Proposition 10 and induction. If m¡ 0 then:
[̂n; l
m; ̂j; l] = ̂n; l
m(̂n; l
−m̂j; l̂n; l
m̂j; l
−1)−1̂n; l
−m = Ĉj;n
m
:
Thus for all m∈Z, we have that [̂n; lm; ̂j; l−1] = ̂j; l−1[̂n; lm; ̂j; l]−1̂j; l = Ĉj;n
−m
. The
other relations hold in a similar way.
4.2. The case n¿ 4
Recall that we suppose that for some n¿ 3, the homomorphism p :Pn(M) →
Pn−1(M) admits a section, denoted by s : Pn−1(M) → Pn(M), and we argue for a
contradiction. We emphasise that for most of this section, we will only suppose that
n¿ 3. At some point during the proof however, we will need to suppose that n¿ 4.
Let 2 be an element of the generating set {i; j ; i; j | 16 i6 n − 1; 16 j6 g} of
Pn−1(M). It follows from the short exact sequence (PBS) and the choice of generating
sets that there exist a unique generator 2′ of Pn(M) and k ∈K such that:
s(2) = 2′k: (38)
In fact, if 2 is equal to i; j (respectively, i; j) considered as an element of Pn−1(M)
then 2′ is equal to i; j (respectively, i; j) considered as an element of Pn(M). Since
K is a free group freely generated by the elements n;r , n;r , 16 r6 g and Cl;n,
26 l6 n− 1, k may be written (uniquely) in the following form
k = 1n;1
2
n;1 · · · 2g−1n;g 2gn;gC22; n · · ·Cn−1n−1; nk ′;
where i; j ∈Z, and k ′ ∈(2(K). So
)(k) = ̂n;1
1 ̂n;1
2 · · · ̂n;g2g−1 ̂n;g2g Ĉ2; n
2 · · · Ĉn−1; nn−1 : (39)
It turns out that we will not be able to determine the integers j (and indeed we will
not need to). Moreover, we will be calculating products of commutators given by the
images of relations in Pn(M) under ). In such expressions, the above terms in Ĉj;n will
not play any roˆle: they will cancel pairwise because they are central in Pn(M)=(2(K)
by Proposition 10. To lighten the notation, we will hence suppress mention of the
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terms Ĉj;n in the above formulation (although of course one should not forget that
they are there).
Thus to each generator 2, one may associate the integers i, which we call its
abelianisation coeDcients. More precisely, the abelianisation coe5cients of the gener-
ators i; l; i; l, 16 i6 n− 1, 16 l6 g of Pn−1(M) are given by
i; l
)◦s→ ̂i; l · ̂n;1a
(i)
2l−1; 1 ̂n;1
a(i)2l−1; 2 · · · ̂n;ga
(i)
2l−1; 2g−1 ̂n;g
a(i)2l−1; 2g
i; l
)◦s→ ̂i; l · ̂n;1a
(i)
2l; 1 ̂n;1
a(i)2l; 2 · · · ̂n;ga
(i)
2l; 2g−1 ̂n;g
a(i)2l; 2g (40)
and thus for each 16 i6 n−1, we obtain a 2g×2g integer matrix Mi=(a(i)j; k)16j; k62g.
Given Ci;j ∈Pn−1(M), 16 i¡ j6 n−1, we calculate )◦s(Ci;j) in several ways using
the relations Ci;j=i; li; l−1i; l 
−1
j; l in Pn−1(M). Set )◦s(i; l)=̂i; l ·3 and )◦s(j; l)=̂j; l ·3′.
Then
) ◦ s(Ci;j) = ̂i; l3̂j; l3′3−1̂i; l−13′−1̂j; l−1 = ̂i; l3̂j; l−13−13′̂i; l−13′−1̂j; l−1;
as 3; 3′ ∈K=(2(K) which is abelian. From relations (34) and (36), we have that ̂i; l 
̂n;p for all 16p6 g, and that ̂i; l  ̂n;p for all 16p6 g, p = l. So by Lemma 13,
[3; ̂j; l] = ̂n; l
a(i)2l; 2l ̂j; l̂n; l
−a(i)2l; 2l ̂j; l
−1 = Ĉj;n
a(i)2l; 2l : (41)
In a similar way, one may show using relations (33) and (35) that
[3′; ̂i; l
−1] = ̂n; l
a(j)2l−1; 2l−1 ̂i; l
−1̂n; l
−a( j)2l−1; 2l−1 ̂i; l = Ĉj;n
a( j)2l−1; 2l−1 : (42)
So by Proposition 10, we obtain
) ◦ s(Ci;j) = Ĉi; jĈi;n;
a( j)2l−1; 2l−1 Ĉj;n
a(i)2l; 2l (43)
for all 16 l6 g.
We now calculate ) ◦ s(Ci;j) using the relations Ci;j = [−1i; j ; j; l] in Pn−1(M). Let us
write ) ◦ s(i; l) = ̂i; l · 4 and ) ◦ s(j;l) = ̂j; l · 4′. Hence
) ◦ s(Ci;j) = 4−1̂i; l−1̂j; l4′̂i; l44′−1̂j; l−1 = 4−1[̂i; l−1; ̂j; l]̂j; l[̂i; l−14′]4̂j; l−1
= 4−1Ĉi; j̂j; l[̂i; l
−14′]4̂j; l
−1 = Ĉi; j4−1̂j; l[̂i; l
−1; 4′]4̂j; l
−1;
as [Ĉi; j ; ̂n; l] = [Ĉi; j ; ̂n; l] = 1 for i¡ j¡n. As above, one may check that
[̂i; l
−1; 4′] = [̂i; l
−1; ̂n; l
a( j)2l; 2l ] = Ĉi;n
a( j)2l; 2l :
Thus, )◦s(Ci;j)=Ĉi; j[4−1; ̂j; l]Ĉi;n
a( j)2l; 2l . But [4−1; ̂j; l]=[̂n; l
−a(i)2l−1; 2l−1 ; ̂j; l]=Ĉj;n
a(i)2l−1; 2l−1 ,
and so
) ◦ s(Ci;j) = Ĉi; jĈi;n
a( j)2l; 2l Ĉj;n
a(i)2l−1; 2l−1 (44)
for all 16 l6 g. We remark that the terms that we forgot about in Eq. (39) would
have cancelled pairwise in the above calculations, and so Eqs. (43) and (44) are exact.
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The elements Ĉn−1; n; : : : ; Ĉ2; n generate a free abelian subgroup of K=(2(K) of rank
n−2, and Ĉ1; n=Ĉ2; n
−1 · · ·Ĉn−1; n−1 from relation (32). So for n¿4 and 16i¡j6n−1,
Ĉi;n and Ĉj;n generate a free abelian subgroup of K=(2(K) of rank 2.
So from now on, let us assume that n¿ 4 (we will come back to the special case
n = 3 in Section 4.3). We may thus equate coe5cients of Ĉi;n and Ĉj;n in Eqs. (43)
and (44). It follows that for each 16 i6 n − 1, the coe5cient a(i)k;k is constant for
16 k6 2g. In other words, the diagonal elements of each matrix Mi are all equal.
So set
a(i) = a(i)k;k : (45)
We now examine the images of the surface relations of Pn−1(M) under ) ◦ s. Recall
from Corollary 8 that these relations are of the form
C−1i; i+1 · · ·C−1i; n−1 =
g∏
j=1
(−1i; g+1−j
−1
i; g+1−ji;g+1−j)Ci−1; i · · ·C1; i
g∏
k=1
i;k ;
where 16 i6 n− 1. It follows from Eqs. (43) and (45) that
) ◦ s(C−1i; i+1 · · ·C−1i; n−1) =Ĉi; i+1−1 · · · Ĉi;n−1−1
×Ĉi;n
−a(i+1)−a(i+2)−···−a(n−1)
(Ĉi+1; n · · · Ĉn−1; n)−a(i) :
Similarly,
) ◦ s(Ci−1; i · · ·C1; i) =Ĉi−1; i · · · Ĉ1; i( Ĉi−1; n · · · Ĉ1; n)a(i) Ĉi;n
a(i−1)+a(i−2)+···+a(1)
:
Since Ĉn−1; n · · ·Ĉi+1; nĈi−1; n · · · Ĉ1; n = Ĉi;n
−1
from Eq. (32), it follows from Proposition
10 that
Ĉi;n
a(i)−(a(1)+···+a(i−1)+a(i+1)+···+a(n−1))
Ĉi; i+1−1 · · ·Ĉi;n−1−1
= ) ◦ s
 g∏
j=1
(−1i; g+1−j
−1
i; g+1−ji;g+1−j)
Ĉi−1; i · · · Ĉ1; i ) ◦ s( g∏
k=1
i;k
)
: (46)
Let us calculate
) ◦ s(−1i; g+1−j−1i; g+1−ji;g+1−j):
Set
l= g+ 1− j; ) ◦ s(i; l) = ̂i; l2i; l and ) ◦ s(i; l) = ̂i; l2′i; l;
where 2i; l and 2′i; l belong to K=(2(K). Then
) ◦ s(−1i; l −1i; l i; l) = 2′−1i; l ̂i; l−12−1i; l ̂i; l−1̂i; l2′i; l:
By calculations similar to those of Eqs. (41) and (42), it follows that
[̂i; l; 2′i; l] = [̂i; l; ̂n; l
a(i)2l; 2l−1 ] = Ĉi;n
a(i)2l; 2l−1
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and
[̂i; l
−1; 2′i; l] = [̂i; l
−1; ̂n; l
a(i)2l; 2l ] = Ĉi;n
a(i)2l; 2l :
Hence
) ◦ s(−1i; l −1i; j i; l) = 2′−1i; l ̂i; l−12−1i; l 2′i; l̂i; l−1̂i; lĈi;n
a(i)2l; 2l−1+a
(i)
2l; 2l :
One may check similarly that
[̂i; l
−1; 2−1i; l 2
′
i; l] = Ĉi;n
−a(i)2l; 2l−1+a(i)2l; 2l
and thus
) ◦ s(−1i; l −1i; j i; l) = 2−1i; l ̂i; l−1̂i; l−1̂i; lĈi;n
a(i)2l−1; 2l−1+a
(i)
2l; 2l :
So
) ◦ s
 g∏
j=1
−1i; g+1−j
−1
i; g+1−ji;g+1−j

= Ĉi;n
a(i)2g; 2g+···+a(i)1; 1
g∏
j=1
2−1i; g+1−j(̂i;g+1−j
−1 ̂i; g+1−j−1 ̂i;g+1−j)
= Ĉi;n
2ga(i)
g∏
j=1
2−1i; g+1−j(̂i;g+1−j
−1 ̂i; g+1−j−1 ̂i;g+1−j)
by Eq. (45). Thus Eq. (46) becomes
Ĉi;n
(1−2g)a(i)−(a(1)+···+a(i−1)+a(i+1)+···+a(n−1))
Ĉi; i+1−1 · · ·Ĉi;n−1−1
=
 g∏
j=1
2−1i; g+1−j ̂i;g+1−j
−1 ̂i; g+1−j−1 ̂i;g+1−j

× [Ci−1; i · · · Ĉ1; i
(
g∏
k=1
̂i; k2i; k
)
: (47)
Our aim is to obtain an expression where on the right-hand side, all the 2−1i; g+1−j are
on the left, and all the 2i;k are on the right. Let us write
g∏
j=1
2−1i; g+1−j ̂i;g+1−j
−1 ̂i; g+1−j−1 ̂i;g+1−j =
 g∏
j=1
̂i; j
−1̂i; j̂i; j2i; j
−1 : (48)
Let 16 r ¡ s6 g. Then we have
[2i; r ; ̂i; s
−1̂i; s̂i; s] = [2i; r ; ̂i; s
−1]̂i; s
−1[2i; r ; ̂i; s]̂i; s[2i; r ; ̂i; s]̂i; s
−1̂i; s:
Since
[2i; r ; ̂i; s
−1] = [̂n; s
a(i)2r−1; 2s−1 ; ̂i; s
−1] = Ĉi;n
a(i)2r−1; 2s−1
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and
[2i; r ; ̂i; s] = [̂n; s
a(i)2r−1; 2s−1 ; ̂i; s] = Ĉi;n
−a(i)2r−1; 2s−1 ;
it follows that [2i; r ; ̂i; s
−1̂i; s̂i; s] = ̂i; s
−1[2i; r ; ̂i; s]̂i; s. On the other hand
[2i; r ; ̂i; s] = [̂n; s
a(i)2r−1; 2s ; ̂i; s] = Ĉi;n
a(i)2r−1; 2s (49)
and so
[2i; r ; ̂i; s
−1̂i; s̂i; s] = Ĉi;n
a(i)2r−1; 2s = [2i; r ; ̂i; s]:
Between the parentheses on the right-hand side of Eq. (48) we pick up the term
Ĉi;n
a(i)2r−1; 2s when we push the 2i; r to the left past the ̂i; s
−1̂i; s̂i; s. When we take the
inverse, we obtain Ĉi;n
−a(i)2r−1; 2s , which cancels with the term Ĉi;n
a(i)2r−1; 2s when, using
Eq. (49), we push the 2i; r to the left past the ̂i; s in Eq. (47). Hence we obtain
Ĉi;n
(1−2g)a(i)−(a(1)+···+a(i−1)+a(i+1)+···+a(n−1))
Ĉi; i+1−1 · · ·Ĉi;n−1−1
=
g∏
j=1
2−1i; g+1−j
 g∏
j=1
(̂i;g+1−j−1 ̂i; g+1−j−1 ̂i;g+1−j)
× [Ci−1; i · · · Ĉ1; i
g∏
j=1
̂i; j
 g∏
j=1
2i; j :
By Eq. (31), the bracketed expression on the right-hand side equals Ĉi; i+1−1 · · · Ĉi;n
−1
,
and so
Ĉi;n
(1−2g)a(i)−(a(1)+···+a(i−1)+a(i+1)+···a(n−1))
Ĉi; i+1−1 · · ·Ĉi;n−1−1
=
g∏
j=1
2−1i; g+1−j(Ĉi; i+1
−1 · · · Ĉi;n
−1
)
g∏
j=1
2i; j :
Since for 16 k6 n − 1, each Ĉi; k commutes with each 2i;g+1−j by Lemma 12, and
Ĉi;n is central, we see that
Ĉi;n
(1−2g)a(i)−(a(1)+···+a(i−1)+a(i+1)+···+a(n−1))
= Ĉi;n
−1
:
We remark that the terms that we suppressed in Eq. (39) also cancel pairwise in the
above calculations.
Thus for each 16 i6 n− 1, we obtain the following relation:
a(1) + · · ·+ a(i−1) + (2g− 1)a(i) + a(i+1) + · · ·+ a(n−1) = 1: (50)
Summing Eq. (50) over i, we obtain
(2g+ n− 3)(a(1) + · · ·+ a(n−1)) = n− 1
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and since n¿ 4 and g¿ 2, we see that a(1)+· · ·+a(n−1)=(n−1)=(2g+n−3) ∈ Z, which
contradicts the fact that the a(i) are integers. This completes the proof of Theorem 9
in the case n¿ 4.
4.3. The case n= 3
The proof in Section 4.2 breaks down if n = 3, the di5culty being that we cannot
obtain Eq. (45). Notice however that if this equation were to hold then the rest of the
proof given in Section 4.2 would go through word for word. The main aim of this
section is thus to derive Eq. (45) for the case n = 3. In order to do this, we need a
new idea: we compose the hypothetical section with the homomorphisms represented
geometrically by forgetting certain strings in order to obtain endomorphisms of P2(M).
Let us consider the following short exact sequence:
1→ K ,→ P3(M) p→P2(M)→ 1:
Recall that K is a free group of rank 2g+1 freely generated by {3; j ; 3; j ; C2;3 | 16j6g}.
So K=(2(K) is a free abelian group of rank 2g+1. Once more, we suppose that this
exact sequence splits, and we look for a contradiction. Let s :P2(M) → P3(M) be a
section for p.
For i = 1; 2, let 5i : P3(M) → P2(M) denote the homomorphism that corresponds
geometrically to removing the ith string. Under the action of the 5i, the strings are
reordered: more precisely, the second string becomes the >rst string under the action of
51, and the third string becomes the second string under the action of both 5i. Thus for
each i=1; 2, we obtain an endomorphism ’i=5i◦s :P2(M)→ P2(M). Let Fi denote the
free group of P2(M) of rank 2g freely generated by the set Si={i; j ; i; j | 16 j6 g}.
Notice that 5i(3; j) = 2; j, 5i(3; j) = 2; j, 52(C2;3) = 1 and 51(C2;3) = C1;2 ∈F2, so
5i(K) = F2. In particular, 5i((m(K)) = (m(F2) for all m∈N. In an analogous manner
to Section 4.2, let us denote the canonical projection of an element or subset of P2(M)
into P2(M)=(3(F2) by adding the symbol ˜. De>ne the following order on S2 :
2;1 ≺ 2;1 ≺ · · · ≺ 2; g ≺ 2; g. It is well known that (2(F2)=(3(F2) is a free abelian
group of rank g(2g− 1), freely generated by the elements of the form [2˜1; 2˜2], where
21; 22 ∈S2 and 21 ≺ 22 [14].
Using the notation de>ned in Eq. (38), if 2∈S2 ⊆ F2 then it follows from the
previous paragraph that ’2(2) = 52(k)∈F2. Consequently, ’2 induces an endomor-
phism 62 : P2(M)=(3(F2) → P2(M)=(3(F2). In a similar way, if 2∈S1 ⊆ F1 then
’1(2) = 51(k)∈F2, and hence ’1 induces a homomorphism 61 : P2(M)=(3(F1) →
P2(M)=(3(F2).
We >x some notation for the images of the generators of P2(M) under the ’i. For
16 j6 g, set:
s(1; j) = 1; jK2j−1; s(2; j) = 2; jW2j−1;
s(1; j) = 1; jK2j; s(2; j) = 2; jW2j;
where on the left- (respectively, right-), hand side of each equality, the given gener-
ators are to be considered as elements of P2(M) (respectively, P3(M)). Furthermore,
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Ki;Wi ∈K . As in Section 4.2, we write these elements in abelianised form so that, up
to an element of (2(K),
Ki = 
ai; 1
3;1
ai; 2
3;1 · · · ai; 2g−13; g ai; 2g3; g Cai2;3;
Wi = 
bi; 1
3;1
bi; 2
3;1 · · · bi; 2g−13; g bi; 2g3; g Cbi2;3:
Similarly we obtain 2g×2g integer matrices M1=(ai; l)16i; l62g and M2=(bi; l)16i; l62g
whose elements are the abelianisation coe5cients de>ned in Section 4.2. The corre-
spondence between the notation used here and in that section is that ai; l = a
(1)
i; l and
bi; l = a
(2)
i; l .
The e3ect of ’1 :P2(M)→ P2(M) on the generators of P2(M) is the following
’1(1; j) = 51(K2j−1) = 
a2j−1; 1
2;1 
a2j−1; 2
2;1 · · · a2j−1; 2g−12; g a2j−1; 2g2; g Ca2j−11;2
’1(1; j) = 51(K2j) = 
a2j; 1
2;1 
a2j; 2
2;1 · · · a2j; 2g−12; g a2j; 2g2; g Ca2j1;2
’1(2; j) = 1; j51(W2j−1) = 1; j
b2j−1; 1
2;1 
b2j−1; 2
2;1 · · · b2j−1; 2g−12; g b2j−1; 2g2; g Cb2j−11;2
’1(2; j) = 1; j51(W2j) = 1; j
b2j; 1
2;1 
b2j; 2
2;1 · · · b2j; 2g−12; g b2j; 2g2; g Cb2; j1;2 (51)
up to an element of (2(F2) (as 51(K) = F2). The e3ect of ’2 :P2(M) → P2(M) on
the generators of P2(M) is the following
’2(1; j) = 1; j52(K2j−1) = 1; j
a2j−1; 1
2;1 
a2j−1; 2
2;1 · · · a2j−1; 2g−12; g ra2j−1; 2g2; g
’2(1; j) = 1; j52(K2j) = 1; j
a2j; 1
2;1 
a2j; 2
2;1 · · · a2j; 2g−12; g a2j; 2g2; g
’2(2; j) = 52(W2j−1) = 
b2j−1; 1
2;1 
b2j−1; 2
2;1 · · · b2j−1; 2g−12; g b2j−1; 2g2; g
’2(2; j) = 52(W2j) = 
b2j; 1
2;1 
b2j; 2
2;1 · · · b2j; 2g−12; g b2j; 2g2; g (52)
again up to an element of (2(F2).
Using the presentation of Pn(M) given by Corollary 8, we may obtain a presentation
of P2(M)=(3(F2). Taking i=2 in relation (In), and projecting into P2(M)=(3(F2), we
obtain the following:
C˜1;2 =
g∏
m=1
2;m[˜2;m
−1; ˜2;m
−1]
g∏
m=1
˜2; g−m+1−1 = g∏
m=1
[˜2;m
−1; ˜2;m
−1];
since each [˜2;m
−1; ˜2;m
−1]∈(2(F2)=(3(F2) is central in F2=(3(F2). So C˜1;2 ∈(2(F2)=
(3(F2) and is central in F2=(3(F2). Consequently, many of the relations given in
Corollary 8 simplify, and we obtain the following presentation of P2(M)=(3(F2):
Proposition 14. The following is a presentation for P2(M)=(3(F2):
Generators: ˜i; j ; ˜i; j, where 16 i6 2 and 16 j6 g.
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Relations:
C˜1;2
−1
=
g∏
m=1
(˜1; g+1−m−1˜1; g+1−m−1˜1; g+1−m) g∏
m=1
˜1;m; (I()
C˜1;2 =
g∏
m=1
[˜2;m
−1; ˜2;m
−1]; (II()
C˜1;2 = ˜1; r ˜2; r ˜1; r
−1˜2; r
−1; (III()
C˜1;2 = ˜1; r
−1˜2; r ˜1; r ˜2; r
−1; (IV()
˜1; r  ˜2; r ; ˜2; s; ˜2; s; C˜1;2; (V()
˜1; r  ˜2; r ; ˜2; s; ˜2; s; C˜1;2; (VI()
˜1; s  ˜2; r ; ˜2; r ; (VII()
˜1; s  ˜2; r ; ˜2; r ; (VIII()
[[f˜1; f˜2]; f˜3] = 1 for all f1; f2; f3 ∈F2; (XI()
where 16 r ¡ s6 g, but r6 g if s is absent.
In particular, most of the generators of P2(M)=(3(F2) based at x1 commute with
those based at x2. Using this observation, we obtain the following results:
Corollary 15. C˜1;2 ∈Z(P2(M)=(3(F2)).
Proof. It su5ces to show that C˜1;2 commutes with each of the generators 2∈ S˜1∪S˜2
of P2(M)=(3(F2). If 2∈ S˜1 then this follows from relations (V() and (VI(). If 2∈ S˜2,
then C˜1;2 commutes with 2 since 2∈F2=(3(F2) and C˜1;2 ∈(2(F2)=(3(F2).
Proposition 16. (2(F2)=(3(F2) ⊆ Z(P2(M)=(3(F2)).
Proof. Let us show that each generator 2 of (2(F2)=(3(F2) commutes with each gen-
erator h∈ S˜1 ∪ S˜2 of P2(M)=(3(F2). As in the proof of Corollary 15, if h∈ S˜2 ⊆
F2=(3(F2) then h commutes with 2. So we may suppose that h∈ S˜1. If h=˜1; j for some
16 j6 g then h ˜2; j ; ˜2; s; ˜2; s for all s = j, so the only generator of F2=(3(F2) with
which ˜1; j does not commute is ˜2; j. But [˜1; j ; ˜2; j]=(˜1; j ˜1; j
−1˜2; j ˜1; j˜2; j
−1˜1; j
−1)−1=
(˜1; jC˜1;2˜1; j
−1)−1 = C˜1;2
−1
, which belongs to Z(P2(M)=(3(F2)) by Corollary 15. Simi-
larly, if h= ˜1; j then the only generator of F2=(3(F2) with which h does not commute
is ˜2; j, and then [˜1; j ; ˜2; j] = C˜1;2 similarly. In particular, it follows that if h∈ S˜1 and
s∈ S˜2 then [h; s]∈Z(P2(M)=(3(F2)).
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As we said at the beginning of this section, each generator 2 of (2(F2)=(3(F2) may
be written in the form 2=[21; 22], where 21; 22 ∈ S˜2 are generators of F2=(3(F2). Using
the standard commutator identity:
[a; bc] = [a; b]b[a; c]b−1; (53)
we see that
[h; 2] = [h; 21222−11 2
−1
2 ] = [h; 21222
−1
1 ]21222
−1
1 [h; 2
−1
2 ]212
−1
2 2
−1
1
= [h; 21222−11 ][h; 2
−1
2 ];
as [h; 2−12 ]∈Z(P2(M)=(3(F2)) from the previous paragraph. Repeating this argument
on the right-hand side of this equation, and using Eq. (53), we obtain
[h; 2] = [h; 21][h; 22][h; 2−11 ][h; 2
−1
2 ] = [h; 21][h; 2
−1
1 ][h; 22][h; 2
−1
2 ]
= [h; 21]21[h; 2−11 ]2
−1
1 · [h; 22]22[h; 2−12 ]2−12 = [h; 212−11 ][h; 222−12 ] = 1;
as [h; 2−1i ]∈Z(P2(M)=(3(F2)). Hence 2∈Z(P2(M)=(3(F2)).
The following corollary will be used frequently in the rest of the proof.
Corollary 17. Let a; b; c∈P2(M)=(3(F2), and let m; n∈Z.
(i) If any two of a; b; c belong to F2=(3(F2) then [a; bc] = [a; b][a; c].
(ii) If b∈F2=(3(F2) then [a; b−1] = [a; b]−1, and [a; bn] = [a; b]n.
(iii) If a; b∈F2=(3(F2) then [am; bn] = [a; b]mn.
Proof. To prove (i), notice >rst that at least one of a and c belongs to F2=(3(F2). As
in the second paragraph of the proof of Proposition 16, one sees that [a; c]∈Z(P2(M)=
(3(F2)), and the desired result follows by applying this to Eq. (53). The remaining
parts follow by setting c = b−1 and then using induction.
Consider the endomorphism 62 :P2(M)=(3(F2)→P2(M)=(3(F2). Suppose that 2; 2′ ∈
S˜1 ∪ S˜2 commute, and that 62(2)= 2k and 62(2′)=w, where w; k ∈F2=(3(F2). From
Eq. (52) and Proposition 14, these conditions will be satis>ed by many pairs of gen-
erators. Then
1 = [62(2); 62(2′)] = 2kwk−12−1w−1 = 2kwk−1w−1w2−1w−1
and thus
[k; w] = [2−1; w]: (54)
For each generator 2∈ S˜1 of P2(M)=(3(F2), we calculate [2−1; wj], where for 16j62g,
wj is de>ned as follows (cf. Eq. (52)):
wj = ]52(Wj) = ˜2;1bj; 1 ˜2;1bj; 2 · · · ˜2; gbj; 2g−1 ˜2; gbj; 2g ;
up to an element of (2(F2)=(3(F2). But by Proposition 16, this element is central,
and since we will be calculating commutators of the form (54), it will cancel with its
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inverse, and so we will hence suppress mention of these central elements (although
again one should not forget that they are there).
Notice that w2j−1 =62(˜2; j) and w2j=62(˜2; j). Similarly, for 16 j6 2g, we de>ne
kj = ]52(Kj) = ˜2;1aj; 1 ˜2;1aj; 2 · · · ˜2; gaj; 2g−1 ˜2; gaj; 2g ;
again up to an element of (2(F2)=(3(F2) which we may ignore. Observe that 62(˜1; j)=
˜1; jk2j−1= and 62(˜1; j) = ˜1; jk2j.
By hypothesis, 2∈ S˜1. Suppose >rst that 2=˜1; l. By Proposition 14, 2 ˜2; l; ˜2; s; ˜2; s
for all s = l, so the only generator of F2=(3(F2) with which ˜1; l does not commute is
˜2; l. Hence
[˜1; l
−1; wj] = [˜1; l
−1; ˜2; l
bj; 2l−1 ] = [˜1; l
−1; ˜2; l]bj; 2l−1 = C˜1;2
−bj; 2l−1
; (55)
using Corollary 17 and the fact that [˜1; l
−1; ˜2; l] = (˜1; l
−1˜1; l˜2; l˜1; l
−1˜2; l
−1˜1; l)−1 =
C˜1;2
−1
. Similarly, if 2= ˜1; l then the only generator of F2=(3(F2) with which it does
not commute is ˜2; l, and so
[˜1; l
−1; wj] = [˜1; l
−1; ˜2; l
bj; 2l ] = [˜1; l
−1; ˜2; l]bj; 2l = C˜1;2
bj; 2l
: (56)
It thus follows that
[ki; wj] = ˜2;1
ai; 1 ˜2;1
ai; 2 ˜2;2
ai; 3 ˜2;2
ai; 4 · · · ˜2; gai; 2g−1 ˜2; gai; 2g ˜2;1bj; 1 ˜2;1bj; 2 · · · ˜2; gbj; 2g−1
×˜2; gbj; 2g ˜2; g−ai; 2g ˜2; g−ai; 2g−1 · · · ˜2;1−ai; 2 ˜2;1−ai; 1 ˜2; g−bj; 2g ˜2; g−bj; 2g−1 · · ·
×˜2;1−bj; 2 ˜2;1−bj; 1
= ˜2;1
ai; 1 ˜2;1
ai; 2 · · · ˜2; gai; 2g−1 ˜2;1bj; 1 ˜2;1bj; 2 · · · ˜2; gbj; 2g−1
×˜2; g−ai; 2g−1 · · · ˜2;1−ai; 2 ˜2;1−ai; 1 ˜2; g−bj; 2g−1 · · · ˜2;1−bj; 2 ˜2;1−bj; 1
×[˜2; gai; 2g ; ˜2;1bj; 1 ][˜2; gai; 2g ; ˜2;1bj; 2 ] · · · [˜2; gai; 2g ; ˜2; gbj; 2g−1 ]
×[˜2;1−ai; 1 ; ˜2; g−bj; 2g ][˜2;1−ai; 2 ; ˜2; g−bj; 2g ] · · · [˜2; g−ai; 2g−1 ; ˜2; g−bj; 2g ]
= ˜2;1
ai; 1 ˜2;1
ai; 2 · · ·˜2; g−1ai; 2g−2 ˜2;1bj; 1 ˜2;1bj; 2 · · ·˜2; g−1bj; 2g−2
×˜2; g−1−ai; 2g−2 · · · ˜2;1−ai; 2 ˜2;1−ai; 1˜2; g−1−bj; 2g−2 · · · ˜2;1−bj; 2 ˜2;1−bj; 1
×[˜2; gai; 2g−1 ; ˜2;1bj; 1 ][˜2; gai; 2g−1 ; ˜2;1bj; 2 ] · · · [˜2; gai; 2g−1 ;˜2; g−1bj; 2g−2 ]
×[˜2;1−ai; 1 ; ˜2; g−bj; 2g−1 ][˜2;1−ai; 2 ; ˜2; g−bj; 2g−1 ] · · · [˜2; g−1−ai; 2g−2 ; ˜2; g−bj; 2g−1 ]
×[˜2; g; ˜2;1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g ai; 1bj; 2g bj; 1
∣∣∣∣[˜2; g; ˜2;1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g ai; 2bj; 2g bj; 2
∣∣∣∣ · · · [˜2; g; ˜2; g]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g ai; 2g−1bj; 2g bj; 2g−1
∣∣∣∣
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= ˜2;1
ai; 1 ˜2;1
ai; 2 · · · ˜2; g−1ai; 2g−3 ˜2;1bj; 1 ˜2;1bj; 2 · · · ˜2; g−1bj; 2g−3
×˜2; g−1−ai; 2g−3 · · · ˜2;1−ai; 2 ˜2;1−ai; 1 ˜2; g−1−bj; 2g−3 · · · ˜2;1−bj; 2 ˜2;1−bj; 1
×[˜2; g; ˜2;1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g−1 ai; 1bj; 2g−1 bj; 1
∣∣∣∣[˜2; g; ˜2;1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g−1 ai; 2bj; 2g−1 bj; 2
∣∣∣∣ · · · [˜2; g; ˜2; g−1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g−1 ai; 2g−2bj; 2g−1 bj; 2g−2
∣∣∣∣
×[˜2; g; ˜2;1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g ai; 1bj; 2g bj; 1
∣∣∣∣[˜2; g; ˜2;1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g ai; 2bj; 2g bj; 2
∣∣∣∣ · · · [˜2; g; ˜2; g]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g ai; 2g−1bj; 2g bj; 2g−1
∣∣∣∣:
Thus [ki; wj] may be written as a product of the g(2g− 1) free generators of (2(F2)=
(3(F2) described at the beginning of this section:
[ki; wj] = [˜2; g; ˜2;1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g ai; 1bj; 2g bj; 1
∣∣∣∣[˜2; g; ˜2;1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g ai; 1bj; 2g bj; 2
∣∣∣∣ · · · [˜2; g; ˜2; g]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g ai; 2g−1bj; 2g bj; 2g−1
∣∣∣∣
×[˜2; g; ˜2;1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g−1 ai; 1bj; 2g−1 bj; 1
∣∣∣∣[˜2; g; ˜2;1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g−1 ai; 2bj; 2g−1 bj; 2
∣∣∣∣ · · · [˜2; g; ˜2; g−1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g−1 ai; 2g−2bj; 2g−1 bj; 2g−2
∣∣∣∣
×[˜2; g−1; ˜2;1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g−2 ai; 1bj; 2g−2 bj; 1
∣∣∣∣[˜2; g−1; ˜2;1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g−2 ai; 2bj; 2g−2 bj; 2
∣∣∣∣ · · ·
×[˜2; g−1; ˜2; g−1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2g−2 ai; 2g−3bj; 2g−2 bj; 2g−3
∣∣∣∣
· · ·
×[˜2;1; ˜2;1]
∣∣∣∣ ai; 2 ai; 1bj; 2 bj; 1
∣∣∣∣: (57)
We are now ready to apply this computation to Eq. (54). In P2(M)=(3(F2), each of
the 2g elements of S˜1 commutes with precisely (2g− 1) elements of S˜2. Indeed the
only such pairs which do not commute are ˜1; i and ˜2; i and ˜1; i and ˜2; i. Applying 62
to the (trivial) commutator of each commuting pair, one obtains 2g(2g − 1) relations
of the form
[ki; wj] = [2−1; wj]: (58)
Suppose >rst that 2= ˜1; l for 16 l6 g. We have already seen from Eq. (55) that
[˜1; l
−1; wj] = C˜1;2
−bj; 2l−1
=
g∏
k=1
[˜2; k ; ˜2; k ]−bj; 2l−1 =
g∏
k=1
[˜2; k ; ˜2; k ]bj; 2l−1 : (59)
From the previous paragraph and the de>nition of the ki, we see that for all j = 2l−1,
[k2l; wj]=[˜1; l
−1; wj] in P2(M)=(3(F2). Applying Eqs. (57) and (59), we see that both
sides of Eq. (58) are now written in terms of the free generators of (2(F2)=(3(F2),
and hence we may compare coe5cients. Comparing those of the [˜2; k ; ˜2; k ], 16 k6 g,
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it follows that
bj;2l−1 =
∣∣∣∣∣ a2l;2g a2l;2g−1bj;2g bj;2g−1
∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣ a2l;2g−2 a2l;2g−3bj;2g−2 bj;2g−3
∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣ a2l;2g−4 a2l;2g−5bj;2g−4 bj;2g−5
∣∣∣∣∣
= · · ·=
∣∣∣∣∣ a2l;2 a2l;1bj;2 bj;1
∣∣∣∣∣ : (60)
Proposition 18. Let 16 l6 g. Then for all 16 j6 2g, j = 2l−1, we have bj;2l−1=0.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that bj;2l−1 = 0. We distinguish two cases.
(a) l¡g. Let us compare the coe5cients of [˜2; g; ˜2; l] and [˜2; g; ˜2; l] appearing in
Eq. (58). From the >rst line of Eq. (57), the coe5cient of
[˜2; g; ˜2; l] is
∣∣∣∣∣ a2l;2g a2l;2l−1bj;2g bj;2l−1
∣∣∣∣∣ ;
and in the second line, the coe5cient of
[˜2; g; ˜2; l] is
∣∣∣∣∣ a2l;2g−1 a2l;2l−1bj;2g−1 bj;2l−1
∣∣∣∣∣ :
Since bj;2l−1 = 0, it follows that∣∣∣∣∣ a2l;2g a2l;2g−1bj;2g bj;2g−1
∣∣∣∣∣= 0;
contradicting Eq. (60). So bj;2l−1 = 0.
(b) l= g. We compare the coe5cients of [˜2; g; ˜2; g−1] and [˜2; g; ˜2; g−1] in Eq. (58).
From Eq. (59), both coe5cients are zero. In the second line of Eq. (57), the coe5-
cient of
[˜2; g; ˜2; g−1] is
∣∣∣∣∣ a2l;2g−1 a2l;2l−2bj;2g−1 bj;2l−2
∣∣∣∣∣
and the coe5cient of
[˜2; g; ˜2; g−1] is
∣∣∣∣∣ a2l;2g−1 a2l;2g−3bj;2g−1 bj;2g−3
∣∣∣∣∣ :
Since bj;2l−1 = bj;2g−1 = 0, it follows that∣∣∣∣∣ a2l;2g−2 a2l;2g−3bj;2g−2 bj;2g−3
∣∣∣∣∣= 0;
but this contradicts Eq. (60). So bj;2l−1 = bj;2g−1 = 0.
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We now repeat the above analysis in the case that 2= ˜1; l for 16 l6 g. From Eq.
(56), we see that
[˜1; l
−1; wj] = C˜1;2
bj; 2l
=
g∏
k=1
[˜2; k ; ˜2; k ]bj; 2l =
g∏
k=1
[˜2; k ; ˜2; k ]−bj; 2l : (61)
Since 62(2) = ˜1; lk2l−1, we have that for all j = 2l, [k2l−1; wj] = [˜1; l−1; wj] in
P2(M)=(3(F2). Comparing coe5cients in Eqs. (61) and (57), we obtain
− bj;2l =
∣∣∣∣∣ a2l−1;2g a2l−1;2g−1bj;2g bj;2g−1
∣∣∣∣∣=
∣∣∣∣∣ a2l−1;2g−2 a2l−1;2g−3bj;2g−2 bj;2g−3
∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ a2l−1;2g−4 a2l−1;2g−5bj;2g−4 bj;2g−5
∣∣∣∣∣= · · ·=
∣∣∣∣∣ a2l−1;2 a2l−1;1bj;2 bj;1
∣∣∣∣∣ : (62)
The analogue of Proposition 18 holds for j = 2l:
Proposition 19. Let 16 l6 g. Then for all 16 j6 2g, j = 2l, we have that bj;2l=0.
Proof. Suppose that bj;2l = 0. The argument is the same as that of Proposition 18. One
compares coe5cients of [˜2; g; ˜2; l] and [˜2; g; ˜2; l] in Eq. (58) using Eqs. (57) and (61),
with the two cases l¡g and l= g to be distinguished. In the >rst case, one compares
coe5cients of [˜2; g; ˜2; l] and [˜2; g; ˜2; l], whilst in the second case, one compares those
of [˜2; g; ˜2; g−1] and [˜2; g; ˜2; g−1]. In both cases, one obtains a contradiction to Eq. (62).
So bj;2l = bj;2g = 0.
It thus follows from Propositions 18 and 19 that
Corollary 20. The matrix M2 = (bi; j)16i; j62g is diagonal.
Furthermore, it follows from Eqs. (58) and (59), and Corollary 20 that the corre-
sponding determinants appearing in Eq. (57) are zero. Hence:
Proposition 21. (a) For each j = 2l− 1, the rank of the matrix(
a2l;1 a2l;2 · · · a2l;2g−1 a2l;2g
bj;1 bj;2 · · · bj;2g−1 bj;2g
)
is at most one.
(b) For each j = 2l, the rank of the matrix(
a2l−1;1 a2l−1;2 · · · a2l−1;2g−1 a2l−1;2g
bj;1 bj;2 · · · bj;2g−1 bj;2g
)
is at most one.
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Let us check (in a similar way) that the matrix M1=(ai; j)16i; j62g is diagonal too. We
denote the canonical projection of an element or subset of P2(M) into P2(M)=(3(F1) by
adding the symbol . For 16 j6 2g, we set !j=kj and 9j=wj. For 16 j6 g, observe
that the homomorphism 61 : P2(M)=(3(F1) → P2(M)=(3(F2) induced by ’1 satis>es
(cf. Eq. (51)) 61(1; j)=!2j−1; 61(1; j)=!2j; 61(2; j)=˜1; j92j−1 and 61(2; j)=˜1; j92j,
all of these equalities being up to an element of (2(F2)=(3(F2). In particular, notice
that any power of C˜1;2 may be absorbed into this element, since C˜1;2 ∈(2(F2)=(3(F2),
and as before, may be ignored. As for Eq. (54), if 2; 2′ ∈P2(M)=(3(F1) are commuting
generators satisfying 61(2′)=! and 61(2)=29, then the image of [2; 2′] under 61 yields:
[9; !] = [2−1; !]: (63)
To prove that M1 is diagonal, we shall >rst prove some analogous properties con-
cerning P2(M)=(3(F1). Of course, we could give a complete presentation, but this is
not necessary, we just need to know which pairs of generators commute in this group.
Notice that {i; j ; i; j | 16 i6 2; 16 j6 g} is a generating set for P2(M)=(3(F1).
Considering the presentation of P2(M), and projecting relation (In) for i = 1 into
P2(M)=(3(F1), we obtain (as for P2(M)=(3(F2)):
C1;2 =
g∏
m=1
[1;m−1; 1;m−1]∈(2(F1)=(3(F1):
Lemma 22. C1;2 ∈Z(P2(M)=(3(F1)).
Proof. It su5ces to prove that C1;2 commutes with each generator 2 of P2(M)=(3(F1).
If 2∈{1; j ; 1; j | 16 j6 g} ⊆ F1=(3(F1) then it follows from above that 2  C1;2.
So suppose that 2∈{2; j ; 2; j | 16 j6 g}. From Eqs. (12) and (18), we see that
2; jC1;2−12; j = C
−1
1;2 
−1
1; j C1;21; jC1;2, and from Eq. (15), we have that 2; jC1;2
−1
2; j =
−11; j C1;21; j. The result follows, since C1;2 ∈Z(F1=(3(F1)).
Up to replacing the symbol ˜ by , the presentation of P2(M)=(3(F1) is very
similar to that of P2(M)=(3(F2), the only di3erences occurring in the surface relations
(I() and (II(), and the relation (IX(). In particular, relations (V()–(VIII() are identical.
So in P2(M)=(3(F1), each element of the form 2; i or 2; i ; 16 i6 g, commutes
with precisely 2g− 1 generators of the form 1; j or 1; j, 16 j6 g. Indeed
[1; i ; 2; j] = 1 and [1; i ; 2; j] = 1 for all 16 i; j6 g; (64)
[1; i ; 2; j] =
{
C1;2 if i = j;
1 otherwise
(65)
and
[1; i ; 2; j] =
{
C1;2
−1
if i = j;
1 otherwise:
(66)
Applying this to Eq. (63), and taking 2 = 2; i (respectively, 2 = 2; i) then 2 = 1; i
(respectively, 2= 1; i), and we obtain the analogue of Eq. (54), with k replaced by 9
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and w by !. This has the e3ect of interchanging the roˆles of M1 and M2. In a similar
way, we conclude that:
Proposition 23. The matrix M1 = (ai; j)16i; j62g is diagonal.
One may also reprove Proposition 21 in an analogous fashion.
Suppose that M1 = 0. Since M1 is diagonal, there exists 16 l6 g such that either
a2l−1;2l−1 = 0 or a2l;2l = 0. If a2l−1;2l−1 = 0, then using the fact that M2 is diagonal
and Proposition 21, we have that bj; j = 0 for all j∈{1; : : : ; 2(l − 1); 2l + 1; : : : ; 2g}.
If further there exists k ∈{1; : : : ; 2(l − 1); 2l + 1; : : : ; 2g} such that ak;k = 0 then one
concludes in a similar way that the remaining two elements b2l−1;2l−1 and b2l;2l are
also zero. We obtain the same conclusion if a2l;2l = 0. Hence:
Proposition 24. One of the following holds:
(a) M1 = 0.
(b) M2 = 0.
(c) there exists 16 l6 g such that for all k ∈{1; : : : ; 2(l− 1); 2l+ 1; : : : ; 2g}; ak;k
and bk;k are zero.
By analysing the induced images of C1;2 under 61 and 62, we obtain the following
result.
Proposition 25. There exists 3∈Z such that either M1 = 3 · I2g and M2 = 0, or
M2 = 3 · I2g and M1 = 0.
Proof. The elements ofM1 andM2 are the abelianisation coe5cients of the generators
of P2(M). Hence we may apply all the results of Section 4.2 up to and including
Eq. (44) to them (it was at this point that we supposed that n¿ 4). Since Ĉ1;3Ĉ1;2 =1
in P3(M)=(2(K) from Eq. (32), it follows from Eqs. (43) and (44) that, with the
notation of this section, for all 16 j6 g,
 ◦ s(C1;2) = Ĉ1;2Ĉ1;3
b2j−1; 2j−1−a2j; 2j
= Ĉ1;2Ĉ1;3
b2j; 2j−a2j−1; 2j−1
:
Consider the three cases described by Proposition 24. Suppose >rst that M1 = 0. Then
it follows from the above equation that all the diagonal elements of M2 are equal.
Similarly, we obtain the same result for M1 if M2 = 0. Finally, let l be as given
in case (c) of Proposition 24. Taking j = l in the above expression, we conclude
that  ◦ s(C1;2) = Ĉ1;2. It follows that b2l−1;2l−1 = a2l;2l and b2l;2l = a2l−1;2l−1. Since
62(˜2; j)=1, it follows from the de>nition of C1;2 that 62(C˜1;2)=1. Applying Proposition
14 and Corollary 17, we obtain
1 =62(C˜1;2) = 62([˜1; l; ˜2; l]) = [˜1; l˜2; l
a2l; 2l ; ˜2; l
b2l−1; 2l−1 ]
= [˜1; l; ˜2; l]b2l−1; 2l−1 [˜2; l; ˜2; l]a2l; 2lb2l−1; 2l−1 = C˜1;2
b2l−1; 2l−1
[˜2; l; ˜2; l]a2l; 2lb2l−1; 2l−1
= [˜2; l; ˜2; l]a2l; 2lb2l−1; 2l−1−b2l−1; 2l−1
∏
16m6g
m =l
[˜2;m; ˜2;m]b2l−1; 2l−1 :
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The above expression is written as a product of free generators of (2(F2)=(3(F2), and
so the exponents are all zero. From this, we conclude that b2l−1;2l−1 = 0. Similarly,
1 =62(C˜1;2) = 62([˜1; l
−1; ˜2; l]) = [˜2; l
−a2l−1; 2l−1 ˜1; l
−1; ˜2; l
b2l; 2l ]
= [˜2; l; ˜2; l]−a2l−1; 2l−1b2l; 2l [˜1; l
−1; ˜2; l]b2l; 2l = C˜1;2
b2l; 2l
[˜2; l; ˜2; l]−a2l−1; 2l−1b2l; 2l
= [˜2; l; ˜2; l]b2l; 2l−a2l−1; 2l−1b2l; 2l
∏
16m6g
m =l
[˜2;m; ˜2;m]b2l; 2l :
From this, we conclude that b2l;2l = 0, and hence M1 =M2 = 0 as required.
Recall that the elements of M1 and M2 are the abelianisation coe5cients de>ned in
Eq. (40). Using the notation of Section 4.2, ai; l = a
(1)
i; l and bi; l = a
(2)
i; l . It follows from
Proposition 25 that Eq. (45) also holds in the case n = 3. From then on, the proof
given for the case n¿ 4 goes through word for word, and we obtain a contradiction.
This completes the proof of Theorem 9 in the case n=3, and hence that of Theorem 2.
5. The splitting problem for non-compact surfaces
In this section, we start by showing that if M is obtained by deleting a single point
from a compact, connected orientable (respectively, non-orientable) surface of genus
g¿ 1 (respectively, g¿ 2) without boundary then the pure braid group short exact
sequence (PBS) splits. We then go on to prove Theorem 6.
Lemma 26. Let M be a connected orientable (respectively, non-orientable) surface
of genus g¿ 1 (respectively, g¿ 2). For each integer n¿ 2, there is a short exact
sequence:
1→ P1(M \ {x1; : : : ; xn−1})→ Pm(M)→ Pn−1(M)→ 1:
Proof. It su5ces to consider the homotopy long exact sequence associated with the
>bration Fn(M) → Fn−1(M), together with the fact that such con>guration spaces are
Eilenberg–MacLane spaces.
For the moment, we restrict ourselves to the case where M is obtained by deleting
a single point x0 from a compact, connected surface N without boundary and di3erent
from S2 and RP2.
Proposition 27. Let M be the surface obtained by deleting a single point from a
compact, connected surface without boundary di@erent from S2 and RP2. For each
integer n¿ 1, the short exact sequence (PBS) splits.
Proof. We >rst remark that since we have not given a presentation for the braid
groups of non-orientable surfaces in this paper, we will refer to the presentations of
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Scott [19]. Consider Theorems 1.1 and 1.3 of that paper. Let M be as in the statement
of the proposition. We claim that the group Pn(M) has a presentation which is the same
as that given by these two theorems, except that one deletes relation II(i) in each case.
The proof is exactly the same, word for word, as the proof given for Theorems 1.1
and 1.3.
For each integer n¿ 1, we have the short exact sequence given by Lemma 26. The
e3ect of the homomorphism ∗ :Pn(M) → Pn−1(M) on Scott’s generators is to map
the generator k;l (respectively, Ai;j) of Pn(M) to the generator k;l (respectively, Ai;j)
of Pn−1(M), except those of the form Ai;n and n;l which belong to the kernel of ∗.
Consider the function from Pn−1(M) to Pn(M) that sends k;l (respectively, Ai;j) to
the generator k;l (respectively, Ai;j). Since the set of relations of Pn−1(M) may be
considered as a subset of those of Pn(M), it follows that this function extends to a
homomorphism that is a section for ∗. This completes the proof.
Let us give an alternative proof of Proposition 27 in the orientable case by con-
structing an explicit geometric section. Draw the surface N in the usual way, with the
handles arranged from left to right. Consider a vertical projection ; of N onto an
interval I =[0; 1]. We may suppose without loss of generality that ; is chosen so that
;−1({0})= {x0}. So the restriction of ; to M induces a projection onto (0; 1], which
we also denote by ;. Let <¿ 0 be small enough so that ;−1([0; <]) is a topological
disc D, with centre x0. So D \ {x0} is a half-open annulus A, which we parametrise
as {(r; )) | 0¡r6 <; )∈ [0; 2)}.
Now take 0¡=¡<. We de>ne a map f :Mn−2 → Mn−1 as follows. Given x =
(x1; : : : ; xn−2)∈Mn−2, set R(x)=min{;(xi) | 16 i6 n−2}. If R(x)¿< then set f(x)=
(x; (=; 0))∈Mn−2 ×A. If R(x)6 < then set
f(x) =
(
x;
(
;(x)
<
:=; 0
))
∈Mn−2 ×A:
This gives rise to a continuous map of Mn−2 into Mn−1 that restricts to a continuous
map of Fn−2(M) into Fn−1(M). Geometrically, this section corresponds to adding a
string which runs ‘parallel’ to the puncture. The proof in the non-orientable case is
similar.
We now prove Theorem 6 which is the extension of the above result for the general
case where we delete a >nite number of points from N . To prove it geometrically,
we remark that the above proof may be generalised. Let us recall the statement of the
theorem:
Theorem 6. Let M be a compact, connected surface without boundary di@erent from
S2 and RP2, but with a Anite, non-zero number of points deleted. Then for all n¿ 2,
the pure braid group short exact sequence (PBS) splits.
We give an algebraic proof of this theorem:
Proof. Let M =N \ {y0; y1; : : : ; ym}, where N is a compact, connected surface without
boundary di3erent from S2 and RP2, and m¿ 0. For each n¿ 2, consider the following
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commutative diagram of short exact sequences:
1−−−−−→ Pn(M) –n−−−−−→ Pm+n(N \ {y0}) 2n−−−−−→Pm(N \ {y0}) −−−−−→1

∥∥∥∥∥
1 −−−→ Pn−1(M) –n−1−−−→ Pm+n−1(N \ {y0}) 2n−1−−−→ Pm(N \ {y0}) −−−−−→1;
where for j¿ 1; –j is induced by the map (x1; : : : ; xj) → (y1; : : : ; ym; x1; : : : ; xj) and
2j is induced by the map (x1; : : : ; xm; xm+1; : : : ; xm+j) → (x1; : : : ; xm). The existence of
these short exact sequences follows from Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 3 of Fadell and
Neuwirth [6]. By Proposition 27, the middle vertical homomorphism admits a section,
which we denote by s. We claim that s restricts to Pn−1(M). Indeed, by commutativity
of the diagram, for each x∈Pn−1(M), we have that 2n ◦ s◦ –n−1(x)= 2n−1 ◦ –n−1(x)=1.
So s ◦ –n−1(x)∈Ker(2n), and hence –−1n (s ◦ –n−1(x))∈Pn(M) is well de>ned. Using the
fact that –n−1 is injective, one may then check that –−1n ◦ s ◦ –n−1 is a section for the
homomorphism Pn(M)→ Pn−1(M), and the result follows.
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